Introduction: While potentially reducing decision errors, decision support systems can introduce new types of errors. Automation bias (AB) happens when users become overreliant on decision support, which reduces vigilance in information seeking and processing. Most research originates from the human factors literature, where the prevailing view is that AB occurs only in multitasking environments. Objectives: This review seeks to compare the human factors and health care literature, focusing on the apparent association of AB with multitasking and task complexity. Data sources: EMBASE, Medline, Compendex, Inspec, IEEE Xplore, Scopus, Web of Science, PsycINFO, and Business Source Premiere from 1983 to 2015. Study selection: Evaluation studies where task execution was assisted by automation and resulted in errors were included. Participants needed to be able to verify automation correctness and perform the task manually. Methods: Tasks were identified and grouped. Task and automation type and presence of multitasking were noted. Each task was rated for its verification complexity. Results: Of 890 papers identified, 40 met the inclusion criteria; 6 were in health care. Contrary to the prevailing human factors view, AB was found in single tasks, typically involving diagnosis rather than monitoring, and with high verification complexity. Limitations: The literature is fragmented, with large discrepancies in how AB is reported. Few studies reported the statistical significance of AB compared to a control condition. Conclusion: AB appears to be associated with the degree of cognitive load experienced in decision tasks, and appears to not be uniquely associated with multitasking. Strategies to minimize AB might focus on cognitive load reduction.
INTRODUCTION
Automation in health care assists health professionals with complex or error-prone tasks such as diagnosis and treatment selection. For example, a clinical decision support system (CDSS) can help reduce prescribing errors by alerting clinicians to potential adverse events such as drug-drug interactions. 1 When it performs well, automation can reduce errors and improve decision performance. 1, 2 It also, however, has the potential to introduce new types of errors. 3 One particularly significant risk is that users may become overreliant on automation, especially when a CDSS tool is less than perfectly accurate or reliable, leading to decision errors. 4 This overreliance on less-than-perfect automation has been described in 2 separate but closely related bodies of research as either automation bias (AB) or automation-included complacency. Mosier and Skitka 5 define AB as "the tendency to use automated cues as a heuristic replacement for vigilant information seeking and Despite the extensive use of automation and decision support in health care, little research has been explicitly conducted on AB. Some studies have documented AB associated with the use of CDSS without explicitly identifying the bias. Most existing research comes from human factors and ergonomics, where the prevailing view is that AB occurs only in environments where users perform multiple tasks simultaneously. 6, 9 However, studies from the health care literature, such as radiological computer-aided detection studies (Box 1), took place in single-task environments. A meta-analysis of AB in health care by Goddard et al. 10 found that incorrect decision support increased the risk of commission errors by 26% compared to when users did not have decision support. Three of the 4 studies were single task. [11] [12] [13] Interestingly, high levels of system accuracy may inadvertently contribute to AB. 6, 9, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] This may be because accuracy engenders trust, and it has been shown that users who have greater trust in automation are less likely to detect automation failures. 18, 25 Both task complexity 10, 18 and task difficulty 15 have been cited as factors influencing AB, and are inherent properties of a task. To date, task complexity has been defined in terms of the cognitive demands of the task on the user 10, 18 and the difficulty in terms of the portion of users who respond correctly to the task. 15 However, there is still no agreed on and systematic approach to the study of complexity in relation to AB, which limits a unified theoretical treatment of this phenomenon and also impedes the ability to design effective interventions to mitigate its effects. This review seeks to compare and contrast the human factors and health care literature on automation bias, with a view to understanding the differences between the tasks in each and a specific focus on the apparent associations between AB, multitasking, and task complexity. The review will include studies of automation-induced complacency as well as AB, but for simplicity will use the term automation bias according to the definition provided by Mosier and Skitka. 5 
METHOD
A Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and MetaAnalyses (PRISMA)-compliant systematic review was undertaken. 26 A literature search was conducted in July 2015 using EMBASE, Medline, Compendex, Inspec, IEEE Xplore, Scopus, Web of Science, PsycINFO, and Business Source Premiere.
The search consisted of medical subject headings (Appendix A) and the keywords "automation-induced complacency" and "automation bias." The search was limited to articles published in English since 1983. Eligible research studies needed to meet the following inclusion criteria:
• Experimental or observational research.
• Focus on the interaction between a human user and automation in performing a task.
• User had the capacity to perform the task manually without automation.
• User was presented with sufficient information to verify the correct functioning of automation.
• User had the ability to intervene in the task or choose when to use or rely on automation.
• Study tested the impact of an automation failure on human users in their performance of the task.
Study selection
Articles were screened using title and abstract, and those selected for full text assessment were then assessed by 2 reviewers (D.L. and R.S.). Interrater agreement was good (Cohen's j 0.794; n ¼ 81). Disagreements were resolved by consensus. Of 890 unique identified documents, 40 studies met all the inclusion criteria ( Figure 1 ).
Quality assessment and risk of bias
Risk of bias was assessed using the Cochrane Collaboration tool for assessing risk of bias in randomized trials. 27 As the results of included studies were not pooled for meta-analysis, no papers were excluded on quality assessment. A large portion of papers only provided summary details on recruitment, allocation, concealment, and blinding. Where data was missing or excluded, it was declared with reasons provided. Results were reported against hypotheses, but a sizable portion of studies did not report the results of statistical tests for significance of AB compared to a control condition.
Overall, most studies used relatively small samples (median 30, minimum 5, maximum 181). A large number of studies recruited Box 1. Examples of automation bias in health care Computer-aided detection (CAD) in radiology: CAD can help radiologists detect cancers in screening mammograms by placing prompts over suspicious image features. CAD has the potential to increase reader sensitivity and detect cancers that would otherwise be missed. However, there is also the risk that erroneous CAD prompts will result in cancers going undetected (omission errors), or patients without cancers being subjected to unnecessary and invasive testing or treatment (commission errors). This risk has been demonstrated in laboratory studies where qualified readers examined mammograms for the presence of cancers with and without the assistance of CAD. These studies found that when CAD failed to correctly prompt a cancer, subjects with CAD assistance performed significantly worse than unassisted readers. However, there was no significant difference in false positive prompts between the 2 groups. Hence, while radiologists were unaffected by false positive prompts from CAD, they were more likely to miss a cancer that was not prompted by CAD. 14, 15 Computerized EKG interpretation: Bogun et al. 16 found that, over a 6-month period in a major US hospital, 35% of patients with a diagnosis of atrial fibrillation were misdiagnosed by computerized interpretation of their EKGs. Of these, ordering physicians failed to correct the misdiagnosis for 24% of patients (a commission error), which led to an unnecessary change of treatment for 10% of patients, resulting in 2 patients (0.5%) developing complications.
university students, and nonstudent participants were typically recruited from the same or a small number of related organizations.
Data extraction and analysis
All experiments using the same task were grouped to allow for comparative analysis. Tasks were then systematically reviewed and data extracted for each of the following themes:
• Task: The experimental task being performed, including any secondary tasks.
• Task Type: The type of task being performed by the subject, classified as monitoring, diagnosis, and/or treatment.
• Monitoring tasks require the user to monitor for a change in the state of a system. Usually this will be the transition from a desirable to a problematic state.
• Diagnosis tasks require the user to identify and decide what the current state of the system is and/or what is causing the system to be in a problematic state.
• Treatment tasks require the user to decide how to best treat or remedy the problem. Here the user attempts to change the system back to a desired state.
• Automation Type: Three categories of automated assistance were identified.
• Alerting automation helps with monitoring tasks by alerting users to important changes in the state of a system. • Decision support assists users by providing a diagnosis of the problem or recommendations for treatment. At higher levels of automation, decision support may automatically implement recommendations.
• Implementation automation assists users by implementing specified actions on their behalf; eg, air traffic control clearances sent via datalink can be automatically implemented directly into the flight management system. This category is used only when this occurs independent of decision support.
• Single-task or Multitask Environment: This refers to the number of different tasks that are performed simultaneously.
Verification complexity
For each study we sought to measure the complexity of using automation for a human. Specifically, we introduce the notion of verification complexity to describe the task complexity of verifying that automation is performing correctly. Verification actions can include assessing that alerts or recommendations are correct and ensuring that everything is satisfactory when no recommendations are being made by automation. For example, verifying a monitoring alert might require a user to observe that the alert is present only when a parameter is outside an acceptable range and never present when within normal operating range. The verification complexity of each study was calculated by estimating the number of acquire, transform, interpret, or use steps necessary for a user to comprehensively test whether automation was functioning correctly (see Appendix B for an example). This was scored by 2 reviewers (D.L. and R.S.) and the intraclass correlation coefficient was 0.763, F (36, 36) ¼ 7.399, P < .001, 95% CI (0.588-0.870), indicating a high degree of interrater reliability.
RESULTS
Forty studies met the inclusion criteria. These studies explored 17 different experimental tasks. The human factors literature produced 34 studies (85%) using 14 experimental tasks. The remaining 6 studies (15%) used 3 experimental tasks and came from the health care literature.
Automation bias
The majority of studies reported evidence of automation bias, with 81% of studies (n ¼ 25/31) testing for omission errors and 91% (n ¼ 21/23) testing for commission errors finding evidence of bias. Only 9 studies reported statistical significance when testing for the effect of AB against a nonautomated control ( Table 1) . Four of these found a significant effect for omission errors and 4 for commission errors. The ninth reported no significant effects for combined omission and commission errors. Effect sizes were not reported. Some studies reported the significance of AB between different rates of automation accuracy. These consistently showed that participants made significantly more AB errors when assisted by automation that was constantly highly accurate compared to automation that varied between high and low accuracy. 6, 19, 20, 24, 25, 28 The remaining studies either reported the significance against interventions to mitigate AB or did not report on significance.
Task characteristics
The experimental tasks could be divided into 17 unique tasks. The 3 tasks from the health care literature were computer-aided detection of cancers in screening mammography, computerized interpretation of EKGs, and computerized clinical decision support systems. The remaining 14 experimental tasks came from the human factors literature. Nine tasks originated from aviation, and 1 task each came from process control, military, security, nuclear power, and space.
Eleven of the tasks, all originating from the human factors literature, required subjects to perform 2, 3, or 4 tasks concurrently, with 3 being the most common number of concurrent tasks. The remaining 6 experimental tasks involved a single task, 3 of which originated from the health care literature and 3 from the human factors literature. All experimental tasks reported in the health care literature were single task. Interestingly, there were 2 studies that compared the same subtask across single-task and multitask conditions, which found evidence of omission errors in the multitask but not in the single-task condition. 6, 9 Single-task studies involved mostly diagnosis, whereas multitask studies included all 3 task types.
Verification complexity
In multitasks experiments, all subtasks assisted by automation were assessed for verification complexity (Table 2) . Ratings varied between low and high: 4 low, 2 medium, and 5 high. Tasks across all levels produced evidence of automation bias. Similarly, singletask experiments also varied between low and high: 1 low, 2 medium, and 4 high. However, only tasks rated medium or higher produced automation bias. Two studies describing single tasks did not contain sufficient information to allow for an assessment of demands on working memory.
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DISCUSSION
Single-task vs multitask
The prevailing view in the human factors literature is that automation bias occurs only in multitask rather than single-task environments. 6 Consistent with this, 10 of the 11 multitask studies reported automation bias. However, we also found 5 of 6 single-task studies that produced evidence of automation bias. Two of these, a luggage screening task 51 and the nondestructive testing of components in nuclear power plants, 52 came from the human factors literature. All 3 of the experimental tasks from health care were single task. This finding signals a key point of difference between the human factors and health care literature. It also has substantial theoretical implications. First, it represents a significant departure from the prevailing view that automation bias occurs only in multitask environments. Second, the finding challenges the theoretical proposition put forward by Parasuraman and Manzey 8 that automation bias occurs when multiple tasks compete for the user's attention.
Task and automation type
The primary task for most multitask experiments required subjects to monitor for changes in a system or decide how to best manage the problem. Monitoring tasks were assisted by alerts that notified users of a change in system state. Treatment tasks were assisted by decision support, which provided recommendations for remedies. Monitoring requires a user to detect a change from a desirable to an undesirable state. Usually this involves monitoring changes in parameters over time. Examples include monitoring engine gauges to determine whether there was a change from being within tolerances to exceeding them. In contrast, all but 1 single-task experiment involved diagnosis, which requires the subject to ascertain the current state of the system, assisted by decision support. Unlike monitoring, diagnosis was not concerned with detecting a change in the system over time. Examples include viewing mammograms and determining whether or not a cancer is present.
Monitoring tasks were used in studies to investigate omission errors, while diagnosis and treatment tasks were used to investigate commission errors.
The 2 human factors studies that did report evidence of automation bias in a single-task environment both involved diagnosis. The first was a luggage screening task, 51 which required subjects to view an X-ray image and then decide whether or not a weapon was present. The second, the nondestructive testing of components in a nuclear power plant, 52 required subjects to check computerized interpretations of eddy current testing on components.
Verification complexity
Our analysis showed that single-task experiments that reported evidence of automation bias were rated medium to high for verification complexity. The picture for multitasking studies was similar, in that multiple low-complexity tasks could combine to generate automation bias. Two Multi-Attribute Task Battery experiments with low verification complexity did not produce automation bias until they were combined with a secondary task. 6, 9 This suggests that (1) a higher level of verification complexity is required for automation bias to present in a single-task than a multitask setting, and (2) the cognitive demands of tasks are cumulative; ie, the addition of secondary tasks appears to increase demands on a user to the point where errors emerge.
Very little research has been conducted on the relationship between task complexity and automation bias. No studies have directly compared task complexity between single-task and multitask settings. However, 2 studies reported that high task complexity or task difficulty resulted in more automation bias errors, providing some support for our observation that differences in task complexity may explain why some single tasks produce automation bias while others do not. For example, Bailey and Scerbo 18 manipulated the complexity of a monitoring task, finding that subjects made more automation bias errors when performing more complex (ie, more cognitively demanding) monitoring tasks. The role of task complexity is also partially supported by Wickens and Dixon, 54 who, in a review of the costs and benefits of imperfect automation, found that user dependence on automation was greater under conditions of high workload, which they defined in terms of task difficulty or concurrent task load. They confirmed this finding in a laboratory experiment that suggests dependence on imperfect automation is greater under circumstances of high workload when user resources are assumed to be scarce. 55 However, this poses additional risk, since once errors are made, they are less likely to be detected under conditions of high workload. Cognitive load theory: a framework for addressing task complexity
Cognitive load theory may help to explain these findings. 57 This theory has been developed by educational psychologists over the last 30 years with the aim of improving learning outcomes. Central to the theory is the notion of limited capacity of human working memory. It claims that the learning process requires students to manipulate information in working memory, generating a cognitive load. Learning fails when the cognitive load generated by the task exceeds the student's available working memory. Cognitive load theorists differentiate intrinsic and extraneous cognitive load. 57 Intrinsic cognitive load is generated by the task being learned, whereas extraneous cognitive load arises from other sources unrelated to the learning task. One of the stated aims of cognitive load theory is to develop interventions that reduce extraneous cognitive load and allow more resources to be allocated to learning. This theory may be applicable to human-automation interactions in order to understand the cognitive demands that work with automation places on The task was performed in a multitask environment, but the article did not specify the secondary tasks. users. We hypothesize that, just as cognitive overload can prevent learning, it can also prevent users from being able to adequately verify the correct operation of automation and lead to automation bias errors.
The cognitive load theory framework can also apply to the verification of automation in the same way. It is possible that supervision of automation generates both an intrinsic and extraneous cognitive load. Intrinsic load would come from the cognitive demands of verifying automation, and extraneous load might come from the manner in which information is presented or from the sociotechnical environment in which the primary task is being conducted.
More broadly, cognitive overload may also explain the observed discrepancy between the findings of human factors and health care researchers. Whereas the former found automation bias only in multitask settings, the latter found evidence of automation bias in single-task settings, but these tasks were likely to be associated with a higher cognitive load.
Implications
Decision-making in health care is complex, as it is characterized by high levels of ambiguity and detail (eg, in mammograms) and/or large volumes of information (eg, in drug-drug interactions). Computerized decision support systems thus play a central role in this setting by helping health care professionals manage this complexity. 58 CDSS alerts can provide an opportunity to detect and recover from errors that have been missed by clinicians. Likewise, verification is a vital step that allows for the detection of and recovery from CDSS failures. However, a major obstacle to this is the complexity of the task of verification. High verification complexity appears to increase the risk of automation bias by increasing cognitive load, making it difficult for health care professionals to verify CDSS performance.
To date, interventions designed to counter automation bias have had little or no impact. Interventions tested thus far have manipu- The task was performed in a multitask environment, but the article did not specify the secondary tasks. lated user accountability for performance, which had only a mild effect on novice subjects and no effect on expert subjects. 35 Providing subjects with contextual information on the reliability of automation reduced automation bias in some, but not all, experimental conditions. 17 Providing subjects with feedback on performance had no impact, 3 and training interventions resulted in no significant reduction in rates of automation bias. These included providing additional training in performing the task manually, 22 exposing users to examples of automation failure, 46 and providing explicit training on automation bias and how to avoid errors. 38 If automation bias is partly due to cognitive demands that exceed the user's capacity, interventions seeking to reduce automation bias that do not address this cognitive overload are unlikely to succeed. Indeed, the interventions reported in the included studies have produced, at best, marginal reductions in the rates of automation bias.
Efforts can focus on reducing cognitive load from sources external to the task in busy clinical environments. For example, eliminating distractions by introducing no-interruption zones 59 or improving the fit between decision support with existing workflows using simplified user interfaces 60 should free up additional cognitive resources to attend to the primary task. It will also be necessary to target the cognitive load generated by the task of verification itself. Designing interfaces that support effective verification, eg, by presenting critical verification information side-by-side with decision support, may help in this respect.
Limitations
There is significant fragmentation of the automation bias literature, not just in terms of the divide between automation bias and automation-induced complacency, but also because many studies reporting automation bias do not identify with either camp. 29 Comparing studies was difficult. 10 Only 9 studies reported the significance for the presence of automation bias compared to a manual (nonautomated) control. This, combined with the large variability in the reported measures, makes it difficult to draw comparisons between studies. Studies used very homogeneous samples of subjects, few in number, and mostly university students or professionals recruited from the same or a small number of closely related organizations.
CONCLUSION
This review set out to compare and contrast different types of experimental tasks reported in the human factors and health care literature. We found, contrary to the prevailing view within the human factors literature, which holds that automation bias occurs only in a multitask environment, that all the health care experiments reporting automation bias took place in a single-task environment.
To understand this contradiction and why some single tasks produced automation bias while others did not, we examined the characteristics of the experimental tasks. Our analysis revealed that single tasks that produced automation bias had higher verification complexity than single tasks that did not.
Cognitive load theory provides a robust framework for studying the impact of task/verification complexity on automation bias. Further research is needed to test these hypotheses, especially in terms of the impact of cognitive load on automation bias and the potential of cognitive load theory to explain why human factors experiments showed no evidence of automation bias in a single-task setting, whereas health care experiments did. 
